Wider and bigger work areas, open office architecture and innovative ceiling systems have become highly popular and more, a designer preference. Along with the ever transforming urban interiors, the lighting system also needs to be compatible and adaptive enough.

Wipro Lighting puts together its expertise in luminaire design and brings to you up-down linear lighting, AxeonLED that breaks away the typical square grid lighting system. With its energy efficient LEDs and visually appealing features, it proves to be the best-in-class LED solution meeting today’s changing market requirements.
UNBELIEVABLE SLEEKNESS THAT BLENDS WITH URBAN ARCHITECTURE

Designed with a purpose, to maintain clean and uncluttered look in the ceiling, AxeonLED with its extremely sleek profile of 50mm thickness redefines the office space creating an uninterrupted linear appearance.

Available in options of 4’ and 8’, AxeonLED gives the flexibility to choose as per the requirement of available space, blending well with the modern architecture, delivering value in every aspect.

50mm WIDTH

FINE ENGINEERING

Thoughtful design of the end caps, gives the product a clean finish. With the absence of the screws in the end caps, the product gets a seamless appearance and looks even more stunning.

UNIFORM ILLUMINATION

Special High Efficiency Translucence (HET) diffuser provides wide and uniform light distribution across horizontal and vertical surfaces enhancing the beauty of the environment.

UP-DOWN LIGHTING

Separate upward and downward light component in the luminaire helps in distributing light uniformly. 33% up & 66% downward light distribution gives a spacious and distinctive look to the workspaces.

HIGH EFFICACY LEDs

Excellent luminaire design along with low power, high efficacy LEDs contribute to 50% energy savings. It also addresses the need of good quality lighting and long life for the luminaire.
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All dimensions are in mm. Tolerance +2mm

LED is an ever improving and evolving technology. Wipro is committed to bring you the best in LED technology. Data given is representative and can change.

SPECIFICATIONS

• White powder coated finish extruded aluminium housing
• Special translucent satin finish colour LED PMMA diffuser
• 33% up & 66% downward light distribution
• Low power, high efficacy long life LEDs
• Excellent heat dissipation through direct contact
• LED driver duly wired up to terminal block
• Luminaire is suitable for stand-alone and continuous row installation
• Provision for loop in loop out for ease of wiring
• Conforms to IS 10322 part 5/ Sec. 1 1987

INSTALLATION

• Suspension system with quick onsite adjustment:
  LMX 341 suitable for installation on RCC ceiling
  LMX 342 suitable for installation on modular grid Prelude 24mm ceiling system
  LMX 343 suitable for installation on modular grid Silhouette 15mm ceiling system
• In-built electronic LED driver
• Complete with LEDs and drivers pre-wired up to terminal block
• 3amp 10Amps GFP mains connector

ACCESSORIES

• Suspension system with quick onsite adjustment:
  LMX 341 suitable for installation on RCC ceiling
  LMX 342 suitable for installation on modular grid Prelude 24mm ceiling system
  LMX 343 suitable for installation on modular grid Silhouette 15mm ceiling system

END-TO-END CONNECTIVITY

By inserting the bridge plate and adding another luminaire, AxeonLED can be connected to achieve linear and continuous rows of light, enhancing the ambiance of the workspaces.

FASTER INSTALLATION

"Claw" shaped clamps with adjustable suspension brings in stability to the product with ease in horizontal and vertical product installation.

EASY MAINTENANCE

The accessibility helps in quicker maintenance without disturbing the product installation and linear alignment.

ROBUST HOUSING

Well engineered extruded aluminium housing acts as an excellent thermal management which results in longer product service life.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cat. No.</th>
<th>Dim A</th>
<th>Mtg. dim B</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LM34-361-XXX-57-XX/CT</td>
<td>1180</td>
<td>2300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LM34-721-XXX-57-XX/CT</td>
<td>800</td>
<td>85</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

AxeonLED with its linear and end-to-end continuous row installation results in good quality lighting. It illuminates impressively to compose a workspace giving it a character, turning the space more lively and proves to be a thoughtfully designed and well engineered product.

AxeonLED with its linear and end-to-end continuous row installation results in good quality lighting. It illuminates impressively to compose a workspace giving it a character, turning the space more lively and proves to be a thoughtfully designed and well engineered product.

LINEAR & CONTINUOUS CONNECTIVITY

WITH EASIER MAINTENANCE AND INSTALLATION

With its linear and end-to-end continuous row installation results in good quality lighting. It illuminates impressively to compose a workspace giving it a character, turning the space more lively and proves to be a thoughtfully designed and well engineered product.
WIPRO LIGHTING LED EDGE

Get the Edge with LED Lighting Solutions for Contemporary Interiors through:

- Eco-sustainability, Design & innovation, Green technology and Efficient lighting solutions
- Capability to service multi-locational accounts
- Service Commitment - 35 branches and over 400 dedicated stockists
- Ease of contact through website
- Trustworthiness and Reliability of Wipro

Design Office and Industry Spaces
Create and mail BOQs
View how designed spaces would look like
View latest offerings from Wipro

Download for free from iOS and Google Play Store

AslimlineLED
TuboLED
LineosLED
LiveLED

Wipro Design
India’s First App on Lighting Design